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ABSTRACT
Wireless links play an important role in the last mile network connectivity. In
contrast to the strictly centralized approach of today’s wireless systems, the
future promises decentralization of network management. Nodes potentially
engage in localized grouping and organization based on their neighborhood to
carry out complex goals such as end-to-end communication. The quadratic
energy dissipation of the wireless medium necessitates the presence of cer-
tain relay nodes in the network. Conventionally, the role of such relays is
limited to passing messages in a chain in a point-point hopping architec-
ture. With the decentralization, multiple nodes could potentially interfere
with each other. This work proposes a technique to exploit the presence of
relays in a way that mitigates interference between the network nodes. Opti-
mal spatial locations and transmission schemes which enhance this gain are
identified.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Communication networks are gaining increasing prominence in today’s infor-
mation age. With the ever increasing requirements in terms of data rates,
volume of data transferred, and quality of network connectivity, among other
performance measures, every aspect of network communication is being im-
proved for efficiency. In the recent past, the last mile connectivity has dras-
tically improved due to the incorporation of wireless links into networks.
However, due to the nature of initial integration, wireless links are usually
viewed as substitutes for wire. The interference from other simultaneous
in-band transmissions is sometimes completely averted, as in some cellular
systems, through centralized management. In other unregulated systems
such as Wi-Fi, interference from simultaneous transmissions from other base
stations is viewed as a malevolent effect and dealt with using robust design.
The current work shows that the broadcast nature of wireless medium can
be exploited by cooperatively handling interference across network nodes.
1.1 Motivation
Most wireless networks today are managed through a centralized agent, a
router in Wi-Fi or the base station in cellular networks. Due to this cen-
tralization, there arises a need for careful deployment and maintenance. In
addition, such a centralized network needs to be micro-managed during ev-
eryday operation. Any minor change in the network architecture, like an
addition of a single cell to a cellular network, necessitates a complete over-
haul of the system. In sharp contrast to this carefully monitored architecture,
ad hoc networks rely on self-aware nodes with varying degrees of network cog-
nizance. Such systems self-organize into localized structures and automati-
cally establish a hierarchy among the nodes resulting in coordinated action.
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This aspect of low maintenance coupled with rapid deployment makes such
networks lucrative for both military and civilian applications. However, such
ad hoc wireless networks have their own downside. Without centralized con-
trol, there arise situations where interference from spatially close network
nodes outside the local cluster can affect communication within the cluster.
One way to address the problem is to over-engineer the intra-cluster com-
munication to handle the interference. Such an approach usually results in
sub-optimal usage of the network resources. There is a need for an intermedi-
ate approach wherein network interference can be properly managed without
requiring a centralized control. Our current work proposes such a technique
to effectively manage network interference from nodes immediately beyond
the local cluster using appropriately placed relay nodes within the cluster.
Our proposed scheme for interference mitigation is effective in scenarios
where nodes are either present at optimal network locations or some network
nodes are endowed with mobility within a certain region. If such autonomous
mobility is available to nodes, it becomes important for each mobile node to
operate at the best possible location subject to its localized restrictions. We
investigate optimization strategies for node placement and relocation with
due importance placed on the type of transmission scheme employed. We look
at the simplest multi-terminal block incorporating elements of cooperation
and interference, i.e., the single relay channel. We analyze the performance
of a single relay channel with no extensive knowledge about transmissions
external to the block. This is a suitable compromise between a point-point
network structure and a highly centralized and demanding omniscient net-
work architecture. We demonstrate that performance gains can be obtained
using relay schemes like Compress-Forward which involve cooperation be-
tween nodes instead of seeking to individually combat interference at each
receiver. These gains are further enhanced if certain freedom is available in
terms of node mobility.
1.2 Related Work
Relays are an important mechanism through which end-end communication
becomes feasible in a large network. Network routing is usually optimized
through point-point relaying for best case end-end delays or number of hops.
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Keeping in view that improving the performance using a single relay based
multi-terminal block can significantly affect overall system performance, we
look at the specific problem of a single relay channel (SRC). There are two
parallel research areas which are related to the problem we consider. One is
the network information theoretic perspective seeking to establish fundamen-
tal limits of multi-terminal communication. The most directly relevant work
in this area addresses an interference channel with relays, which is dealt with
in [1]. The work on interference forwarding is addressed by Dabora et al. in
[2]. However, these works assume a complete knowledge of the codebooks
of all transmitters at the relay which could easily break down in the case of
larger systems. The Quantize-Forward approach taken by Avestimehr et al.
in [3] considers only the part of the signal above the interference-noise floor
for decoding. External interference is viewed as a negative effect on the relay
based system which is an artifact of the coding scheme but not fundamental
in nature. The other related research area is network optimization. Most
optimization problems consider point-point relaying where the fundamental
issue tackled is delays or number of hops, ignoring the multi-terminal capa-
bility of wireless nodes. A relevant work that considers relay selection using
Amplify-Forward is presented in [4]. Yet another related work on algorithms
for relay selection is presented by Vishwanath et al. in [5]. This work ad-
dresses relay selection in a stand-alone setting. We extend this problem of
relay placement to the case where external interference is present. The result-
ing optimal solution can be very different because of interference cooperation
between the relay and nodes downstream.
1.3 Outline
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents background material
on the single relay channel, including modeling and description of certain
achievable rate schemes used in this work. Chapter 3 introduces the channel
models and the framework used to formalize the problem. Chapter 4 ex-
amines the relay placement and relaying schemes in the presence of a single
external interferer and contrasts them with the case without external inter-
ference. We further extend the analysis to the more realistic setting wherein
several interfering nodes are present in the immediate neighborhood and the
3
relay has some knowledge about node locations and their transmit powers.
Chapter 5 concludes the discussion summarizing the main observations based
on our analysis and simulations and presents the chief contributions of our
work.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
This chapter presents some material on relay channels [6, 7] which is essential
to appreciate the results presented in this thesis. We look at the modeling
of a discrete-memoryless single relay channel and give formal definitions for
achievable rate regions, capacity characterization and other related aspects.
The Cut-Set bound on network capacity is introduced in a generalized frame-
work and specific interpretation is given for a single relay channel. A detailed
discussion of Decode-Forward and Compress-Forward schemes for a relay
channel is presented and the corresponding rate-region results are invoked in
later chapters.
2.1 Single Relay Channel
A single relay channel is a multi-terminal network problem where a source
intends to transmit a message to a destination node with help from an in-
termediate node called the relay. For a discrete-memoryless setting, at each
time instant the received signals at both the relay and the destination node
depend only on the signal transmissions at that time instant. Suppose we
label the source as Node 1, the relay as Node 2 and the destination as Node
3 in the system. Let Xni be the signal transmitted and Y
n
i be the signal
received at node i. Then the discrete memoryless relay channel is completely
specified by the probability distribution PY2Y3|X1X2(.). Figure 2.1 is a block
diagram of the channel.
The problem of passing on a message w ∈ W from the source to the des-
tination is achieved through n instances of the channel use. In this setting,
the source node needs to design a codebook of transmissions Xn1 = {X1i, 1 ≤
i ≤ n} corresponding to each message. The relay node needs to design its
own codebook, which is a mapping from all previously received transmissions
5
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However, for such scenarios many more issues must be considered care-
fully, such as bandwidth (are the waveforms band-limited?), the chan-
nel (is it linear? time varying?), the receiver processing (what kind of
ﬁlters and samplers are used?), and so on. We do not wish to consider
these issues here. We study the simpler model because it will help us
understand how to design codes for more complex problems.
We return to our discrete-time and synchronous model, and add a
few more constraints. We require the input sequence Xn1 to be a func-
tion of W , the input symbol X2i to be a function of Y
i−1
2 , i = 2,3, . . . ,n,
and Wˆ to be a function of Y n3 . The joint probability distribution of the
random variables thus factors as
P (w,xn1 ,x
n
2 ,y
n
2 ,y
n
3 , wˆ)
= P (w)P (xn1 |w)
[
n∏
i=1
P (x2i|yi−12 )PY2Y3|X1X2(y2i,y3i|x1i,x2i)
]
P (wˆ|yn3 ),
(9.1)
where P (xn1 |w), P (x2i|yi−12 ), and P (wˆ|yn3 ) take on the values 0 and 1
only. Note that in (9.1) we have adopted the convention of dropping
subscripts on probability distributions if the arguments are lower-case
versions of the random variables. This is commonly done in the liter-
ature, but it is often wise to keep the subscripts to avoid confusing
oneself and the readers. The capacity C of the relay channel is the
supremum of rates R for which one can design encoders P (xn1 |w) and
Terminal 2
 
Source
Relay
Figure 2.1: Single relay channel block diagram
Y t−12 to X2t, which would help the destination node to interpret the original
transmission from the source. The destination node, on the other hand, must
design an appropriate decoding function which maps from the received signal
Y n3 to a decoded message symbol wˆ ∈ W . In this discrete memoryless for-
mulation the joint probability distribution of the random variables involved
factorizes as
P (w, xn1 ,
n
2 , y
n
2 , y
n
3 , wˆ) = P (w)P (x
n
1 |w)
×
[
n∏
i=1
P (x2i|yi−12 )PY2Y3|X1X2(y2i, y3i|x1i, x2i)
]
× P (wˆ|yn3 )
where P (xn1 |w),P (x2i|yi−12 ) and P (wˆ|yn3 ) take only values 0 or 1, implying
that they are deterministic mappings.
A rate R is said to be achievable on the relay channel if there exist suit-
able codebooks at the source and relay coupled with appropriate decoding
function such that, for a sequen e f size 2nR codeb ok , the decoding error
probability Pr{w 6= wˆ} → 0 for n sufficiently large. In other words, given
a sufficient block length n, the channel allows for a transmission of nR bits
of information from the source to the destination via the relay with negligi-
ble probability of error. The capacity of the relay channel is defined as the
supremum of all achievable rates.
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2.2 Cut-Set Bound
In this section, we present the Cut-Set bound on capacity of discrete memo-
ryless multi-terminal networks in a generalized setting and then apply it to a
single relay channel. This bound is similar to the celebrated Ford-Fulkerson
theorem on max-flow min-cut of commodity flows. However, information not
being a commodity, the bound suggested by the theorem cannot always be
achieved. We see that the actual achievability of the bound is contingent
upon simultaneously finding suitable joint distributions for all the source
nodes in the network. We state the theorem here and interpret it; proof can
be found in Chapter 14 of [7].
Given a network of intercommunicating transceiver nodes 1,2,...,m, the set
of rates {Rij} is said to be achievable if there exist encoding and decoding
functions at nodes i and j respectively such that over a transmission block-
length of n, the probability of error in decoding nRij bits of information
tends to 0. For any set of achievable rates {Rij} and a subset of nodes
S ⊂ {1, 2, ...,m}, the following bound on the sum of achievable rates holds:
∑
i∈S,j∈Sc
Rij ≤ I(X(S);Y (Sc)|X(Sc)) (2.1)
where Sc is the set of complementary nodes to S and the mutual information
term is the conditional information over the entire set of transmissions in S
with the entire set of receptions in Sc. Thus the total rate of flow of informa-
tion across a network cut is bounded by the conditional mutual information
across the cut.
In cases where we are interested in the maximum achievable rate between
a particular source node to a sink node, the problem reduces to identifying
the minimum cut of mutual information across the network with source in S
and the sink in Sc. Figure 2.2 depicts this concept for a single relay channel.
The Cut-Set bound on maximum achievable rate R13 is given by
C ≤ max
P (X1,X2)
min [I(X1;Y2, Y3|X2), I(X1, X2;Y3)] (2.2)
7
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FIGURE 15.37. Transmission of correlated sources over a multiple-access channel.
To complement our discussion of a general network, we should mention
two features of single-user channels that do not apply to a multiuser
network.
• Source–channel separation theorem. In Section 7.13 we discussed
the source–channel separation theorem, which proves that we can
transmit the source noiselessly over the channel if and only if the
entropy rate is less than the channel capacity. This allows us to char-
acterize a source by a single number (the entropy rate) and the channel
by a single number (the capacity). What about the multiuser case?
We would expect that a distributed source could be transmitted over
a channel if and only if the rate region for the noiseless coding of the
source lay within the capacity region of the channel. To be speciﬁc,
consider the transmission of a distributed source over a multiple-
access channel, as shown in Figure 15.37. Combining the results of
Slepian–Wolf encoding with the capacity results for the multiple-
access channel, we can show that we can transmit the source over
the channel and recover it with a low probability of error if
H(U |V ) ≤ I (X1; Y |X2,Q), (15.343)
Figure 2.2: Illustration of Cut-Set bound for the single relay channel
2.3 Decode-Forward Scheme for the Relay Channel
The Decode-Forward technique is a commonly used mode of relay operation.
This scheme provides encoding functions at both the source and the relay
and a corresponding decoding function at the destination. The relay decodes
the entire source message and then cooperates with the source over a subse-
quent transmission. The Decode-Forward scheme achieves the cut-set bound
for a physically-degraded relay channel wherein the destination reception is
strictly inferior to the relay in terms of additive Gaussian noise. Such a chan-
nel automatically entails decodability at the relay given that the destination
decodes the source message. Therefore, for a degraded relay channel, no ad-
ditional restrictions a e impo ed by the d code-forward formulation, ther by
achieving capacity.
When compared to the Cut-Set bound, the Decode-Forward scheme is
sub-optimal on the first cut, i.e., the broadcast cut in the system. Instead
of the I(X1;Y2, Y3|X2) we have for the broadcast cut, we have a more strin-
gent bound given by I(X1;Y2|X2). The cooperation is achieved in blocks.
The relay helps the destination by reducing its uncertainty about the source
transmission in the previous block. The source in a given block transmits
codes containing information about the new message and also cooperates
with the relay on the previous message block.
The achievable rate region for a relay channel using the Decode-Forward
scheme is given by
R = max
P (X1,X2)
min [I(X1;Y2|X2), I(X1, X2;Y3)] (2.3)
The Decode-Forward scheme usually performs very close to the Cut-Set
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bound in situations where the source-relay channel is stronger than the
source-destination channel. In most practical cases of interest, the relay
is usually somewhere in between the source-destination pair, making this
condition true. The added simplicity of implementing the Decode-Forward
scheme popularized it for general (not necessarily degraded) relay channels.
2.4 Compress-Forward Scheme for the Relay Channel
The Compress-Forward scheme relies on the relay node to provide informa-
tion about the source transmission to the destination. Unlike in the case
of a Decode-Forward scheme, the relay node does not have the capability
to decode the entire source message in the block. Instead it sends a com-
pressed version Yˆ2
n
of its reception Y n2 to the destination. The extent of this
compression depends on the capacity of the downlink from the relay to the
destination.
The destination node of the Compress-Forward scheme decodes based on
Y n3 , which contains the direct channel as well as the compressed version of
Y n2 . The achievability of this scheme is proved in [8]. The encoding is done in
a block Markov fashion and the decoding is joint based on both receptions.
The maximum achievable rate using this scheme is given by
R = sup [I(X1;Y3, Yˆ2|X2)] (2.4)
subject to the downlink channel constraint
I(X2, Y3) ≥ I(Y2; Yˆ2|X2, Y3)
The Compress-Forward scheme usually performs well in cases where the
relay location is quite close to the destination node, implying that the source-
relay channel is not significantly better. In that case the availability of a
compressed version of the relay reception helps the overall decoding at the
destination node.
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CHAPTER 3
CHANNEL MODEL AND FRAMEWORK
3.1 Channel Model
A discrete-time memoryless Gaussian channel model is employed throughout
this work. Given a transmit sequence Xn and received sequence of symbols
Y n with discretized time as i = 1, 2, ..., n, the channel is characterized by
PY n|Xn(yn|xn) =
n∏
i=1
PY |X(yi|xi)
where each PY/X is Gaussian.
In the case of multiple sources, the model is extended such that each node
receives a linear combination of all the transmissions airing at that instant
with appropriate distance based attenuation with an additive Gaussian noise
component corresponding to receiver noise.
It is further assumed that all nodes are capable of transmitting and re-
ceiving simultaneously. A quadratic path loss model is used. A further
assumption is made about free space transmission. Given a pair of nodes i
and j, the signal transmission depends only on distance dij between them
Y nj = F (dij)X
n
i
where F (x) = 1/x is a quadratic loss in energy.
Average transmit power limitations are imposed on each transmitting
node. Given a node i, let the signal transmission be Xni ; then we have
E[X2i ] ≤ Pi
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3.2 Framework
We make the following assumptions:
• Relays are autonomously mobile in a restricted spatial region around
the source destination.
• Relays act in complete coordination with the small block of nodes in
the immediate neighborhood.
• There is a mechanism for exchange and update of codebooks within
each block.
• The relays know the spatial locations and transmit powers of nodes ly-
ing immediately beyond the block but causing significant interference
to transmissions within the block. Such nodes constitute the interfer-
ence neighborhood of the block.
• Nodes much farther away with negligible interference on the block are
treated as Gaussian noise and are accounted for using an increased
received noise variance.
• All transmitting nodes in the network use Gaussian codebooks.
Figure 3.1 depicts an example ad hoc network block in the aforementioned
framework.
3.3 Notation
We use the following standard notation throughout this work:
• Symbol sequence Xni is used for signal transmitted from node i.
• Y ni denotes the signal received at node i.
• Sum of received Gaussian noise and interference at node i is denoted
by Zni .
• The transmit power at node i is called Pi.
• The Euclidean distance between nodes i and j is denoted by dij.
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Figure 3.1: An example single relay channel block in the specified
framework
• The signal attenuation in a link between node i and j is denoted by
aij = 1/dij.
• Gaussian channel capacity is denoted by C(SNR) = 1
2
log (1 + SNR).
For the network shown in Figure 3.1,
Y2 = a12X1 + Z2 (3.1)
Y3 = a13X1 + a23X2 + Z3 (3.2)
E[X2i ] = Pi (3.3)
E[Z2i ] = Ni ∀ i (3.4)
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CHAPTER 4
SINGLE RELAY CHANNEL UNDER
EXTERNAL INTERFERENCE
In this chapter we analyze the performance of a single relay channel in terms
of maximum achievable rate between a source-destination node pair with
assistance from a single relay. As a good starting point for analysis, we
consider the case where only one external interfering node is present in the
immediate neighborhood of the single relay channel block. This problem is
akin to the comparison of performance of single relay channel under various
relay techniques presented in [6]. One important difference lies in the fact
that influence of external interfering transmissions is introduced into the
analysis. The resulting solution is compared to the case where no external
interference is present. Performance analysis and a qualitative comparison
are carried out using three different metrics: the Cut-Set bound, Decode-
Forward rate and the Compress-Forward rate.
Formulation We assume the following:
• The Source node 1 is located at point (0, 0) and has a transmit power
constraint of P1.
• The destination node 3 is located at point (d, 0).
• The relay node 2 moves as (rd, θ) where r lies in [−2, 2] and θ lies in
[0, 2pi).
• The relay has a transmit power constraint of P2.
• The receiver noises (excluding interference) at nodes 2 and 3 are un-
correlated Gaussian with powers N02 and N
0
3 respectively.
• We consider an external interfering node 4 within a circle of radius 2d
around the source.
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Figure 4.1: Constituent cuts of the Cut-Set bound
• The effect of interference for our purposes is completely characterized
by a parameter ρN which is the correlation between interference-noise
receptions at nodes 2 and 3.
• We make a comparison across schemes by varying the position of the
relay within the region of interest.
E[X21 ] = P1, E[X
2
2 ] = P2
E[Z22 ] = N2 = a
2
42P4 +N
0
2 (4.1)
E[Z23 ] = N3 = a
2
43P4 +N
0
3 (4.2)
where aij = 1/dij
ρN =
E[Z2Z3]√
E[Z22 ]E[Z
2
3 ]
(4.3)
4.1 Cut-Set Bound
The Cut-Set bound of Sec. 2.2 is an upper bound to the maximum achievable
rate between a source and a sink node. Figure 4.1 depicts the two cuts
which constitute the bound for the relay channel. We use this bound here to
help identify potential performance gains under appropriate relay placement.
Applying the Cut-Set bound [7], we obtain
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C ≤ max
P (X1,X2)
min [I(X1;Y2, Y3|X2), I(X1, X2;Y3)] (4.4)
≤ max
ρ
min [I(X1;Y2, Y3|X2), I(X1, X2;Y3)] (4.5)
where ρ = E[X1X2]√
E[X21 ]E[X
2
2 ]
is the normalized correlation between X1 and X2.
I(X1;Y2, Y3|X2) = H(Y2, Y3|X2)−H(Y2, Y3|X1, X2)
H(Y2, Y3|X2) = 1
2
log
1− ρ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
P1
rd
+
N2
1− ρ2
P1
rd2
+
ρN
√
N2N3
1− ρ2
P1
rd2
+
ρN
√
N2N3
1− ρ2
P1
d
+
N3
1− ρ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

H(Y2, Y3|X1, X2) = 1
2
log
(∣∣∣∣∣ N2 ρN
√
N2N3
ρN
√
N2N3 N3
∣∣∣∣∣
)
Combining the two terms, we have
I(X1;Y2, Y3|X2) = C
P1(1− ρ
2)
[(√
N3
rd
−
√
N2
d
)2
+ 2(1− ρN)
√
N2N3
rd2
]
(1− ρ2N)N2N3

(4.6)
I(X1, X2;Y3) = H(Y3)−H(Y3|X1, X2)
H(Y3) =
1
2
log
(
P1
d2
+
P2
d223
+ 2ρ
√
P1P2
d23d
+N3
)
H(Y3|X1, X2) = 1
2
log (N3)
I(X1, X2;Y3) = C
 P1d2 + P2d223 + 2ρ√P2P3d23d
N3

where d23 = d
√
1 + r2 − 2r cos θ.
The actual choice of ρ depends on the network configuration being real-
ized and is assumed to be known to both the source and the relay. The
upper-bound corresponding to various locations of the relay coupled with
the best choice of ρ are plotted for comparison with Decode-Forward and
15
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Figure 4.2: Decode-Forward scheme for the relay channel
Compress-Forward schemes. When the second cut (multiple-access) is not
limiting, interference-noise correlation between the relay and destination re-
ceivers materializes as the (1− ρ2N) term in the denominator of the first-cut
(broadcast), leading to a performance gain in terms of network capacity.
4.2 Decode-Forward
The Cut-Set bound is tight in the case of a physically degraded relay channel.
The Decode-Forward scheme discussed in the background section enables us
to achieve this rate [8]. This scheme has gained popularity due to the ease
of implementation and the fact that its rate is close to the Cut-Set bound
when the relay node is in the neighborhood of the source-destination pair.
This scheme may be used sub-optimally even in the case of a non-degraded
relay channel. Figure 4.2 shows the two terms bounding the achievable rate
in the Decode-Forward scheme. We show in this work that Decode-Forward
performs poorly in the presence of external interference. The maximum
possible rate using this relay scheme is given by
R ≤ max
P (X1,X2)
min [I(X1;Y2|X2), I(X1, X2;Y3)] (4.7)
R ≤ max
ρ
min [I(X1;Y2|X2), I(X1, X2;Y3)] (4.8)
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where ρ is the correlation between X1 and X2
I(X1;Y2|X2) = H(Y2|X2)−H(Y2|X1, X2)
H(Y2|X2) = 1
2
log
(
P1
(rd)2
(1− ρ2) +N2
)
H(Y2|X1, X2) = 1
2
log (N2)
I(X1;Y2|X2) = C
P1(1− ρ2)
[
1
(rd)2
]
N2

From the earlier calculation in the case of the Cut-Set bound, we have
I(X1, X2;Y3) = H(Y3)−H(Y3|X1, X2)
I(X1, X2;Y3) = C
 P1d2 + P2d223 + 2ρ√P2P3d23d
N3

where d23 = d
√
1 + r2 − 2r cos θ.
The cooperation term between X1 and X2 denoted by ρ still needs to be
optimized to maximize the minimum of the two terms. However, one im-
portant difference from the Cut-Set bound is seen in the fact that there is
no performance gain due to noise correlation between the relay and destina-
tion. In fact, both the multiple-access and broadcast terms in the rate region
characterization take a hit because N2 and N3 terms in the denominators
are constituted partly by external interference, thus decreasing the overall
maximum achievable rate.
4.3 Compress-Forward
Compress-Forward is yet another relay scheme introduced in [8]. Unlike
Decode-Forward, the relay does not attempt to decode the transmission from
the source; instead, it just forwards its received signal after further encoding
(compression) based on the capacity of its link to the destination. Figure 4.3
shows the high level idea of a Compress-Forward scheme. The achievable
rate using Compress-Forward is given by
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Figure 4.3: Compress-Forward scheme for the relay channel
R ≤ I(X1; Yˆ2, Y3|X2) (4.9)
where Yˆ2 = Y2 + Nˆ2 is a sufficiently compressed version of Y2 subject to
channel constraints to the destination given by
I(Y2; Yˆ2|X2, Y3) ≤ I(X2;Y3) (4.10)
For the given network configuration,
R = C
P1
[(√
N3
rd
−
√
N2
d
)2
+ 2(1− ρN)
√
N2N3
rd2
+ Nˆ2
d2
]
N2N3(1− ρ2N) + Nˆ2N3
 (4.11)
where Nˆ2 is the minimum degradation to be added to Y2 satisfying the in-
equality
Nˆ2 ≥
P1
[(√
N3
rd
−
√
N2
d
)2
+ 2(1− ρN)
√
N2N3
rd2
]
+N2N3(1− ρ2N)
P2
d223
(4.12)
where d23 = d
√
1 + r2 − 2r cos θ.
We observe that the decorrelation term (1− ρ2N) which gives performance
gain in the Cut-Set bound reappears in the Compress-Forward relay scheme.
Upon simulation, the corresponding gain is easily seen in the maximum pos-
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sible rate. The Compress-Forward scheme under certain capacity conditions
on the relay-destination link, parallels a MIMO receiver with correlated noise
at two antennas. Hence, the performance gain is to be expected from the
noise correlation. The only additional complexity that the relay channel adds
is that we have to do this decorrelation with a compressed version of one of
the antenna receptions.
4.4 System with Multiple Interferers
Though the derivations in the previous section are for a case with single
interferer, the analysis extends directly to the case with multiple interferers.
However, we need to extend the definition of ρN to include effects from
all interfering nodes. Supposing there are m interfering nodes labeled 4 to
m + 4 that cause significant interference to the single relay channel block,
the corresponding definition of ρN changes to
ρN =
E[Z2Z3]√
E[Z22 ]E[Z
2
3 ]
, (4.13)
E[Z22 ] = N2 =
m+4∑
i=4
(
a2i2Pi
)
+N02 ,
E[Z23 ] = N3 =
m+4∑
i=4
(
a2i3Pi
)
+N03
The rate regions for this case reflect the same trend as in the case of a
system with a single interferer. However, the optimal relay location now
becomes a more complicated choice dependent on the mobility constraints
on the relay and the degree of correlation ρN between the receptions at the
relay and the destination. The general rule of thumb is this: The higher
the correlation, the better the performance, given the conditions that the
capacity of the relay-destination and source-relay link is sufficient to exploit
the noise correlation.
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4.5 Simulations
We simulate the results in two separate cases, one where the relay is mobile in
one dimension and is collinear with the source-destination pair. Comparison
is made to the case where there is no external interference. It is observed that
Decode-Forward is best suited for maximum rate in the absence of external
interference and the optimum relay location is close to the midpoint of source-
destination. In the case where an external interferer is present, Compress-
Forward performs better and reflects gains expected in the Cut-Set bound.
The location of the relay is a delicate balance between getting reception from
the source and maximizing interference correlation with the destination.
A second simulation fortifying this observation of improved performance
using Compress-Forward is shown by plotting a contour of achievable rates
using Compress-Forward as the relay spatially relocates in a two-dimensional
region around the source-destination. The maxima in the Cut-Set bound are
directly reflected using the Compress-Forward scheme.
This clearly shows that performance gains can be obtained in network
relaying by taking due care of the interference signal at intermediate nodes
rather than each node treating interference in a stand-alone fashion.
4.5.1 No External Interference
We run simulations in the case where there are no nodes external to the single
relay channel within the specified interference neighborhood. This serves as
a control for comparison in the presence of interfering nodes. The simulation
results are shown in Figure 4.4.
As expected, the Decode-Forward scheme performs well in the region
where the relay lies between the source-destination pair. It is further observed
that Compress-Forward is inferior in most of the region of interest.
4.5.2 With External Interference
In the presence of an external interference source, it is seen that the overall
rate region collapses. However, the Cut-Set bound plot shows that there
exists a potential to harness the decorrelation gain in regions where the
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Figure 4.4: Plot comparing various schemes when relay is collinear with
source destination pair under no external interference (source is at r = 0
and destination is at r = 1)
interference-noise correlation is high between the relay and the destination.
The corresponding plot is shown in Figure 4.5.
4.5.3 Contour Plot with Multiple Interferers
We simulate a scenario where there are multiple sources of interference in the
neighborhood of the block and observe the existence of a global optimum in
the outer bound of achievable rates characterized by the Cut-Set bound. It
is noted that this maximum corresponds to the location of highest noise cor-
relation with a non-limiting broadcast cut. Furthermore, the corresponding
maximum is also observed for the case of the Compress-Forward rate. The
simulation plot is shown in Figure 4.6.
4.5.4 Relay Scheme Separation Regions
Simulations to determine the spatial regions wherein one relay scheme out-
performs the other are performed. External interferers are present in the
neighborhood as shown in the simulation plot. In this scenario, it is ob-
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Figure 4.5: Plot comparing various schemes when relay is collinear with
source-destination pair under an external interferer at r = 0.8, θ=pi/50,
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Figure 4.6: Contour plot showing Cut-Set bound as a function of relay
location with three external interferers in the neighborhood
r = [1.5, 0.7, 0.7], θ = [45, 72, 162], with the source at r = 0 and destination
at r = 1
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Figure 4.7: Plot showing the best relay scheme with mobile relay with
restrictions and multiple external interferers
served that Compress-Forward performs better in regions of higher interfer-
ence correlation corresponding directly to proximity to the interfering nodes.
Figure 4.7 shows the corresponding plot with separation regions.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
In this work, we have demonstrated that a relay can play an important role in
dealing with interference and boosting the capacity region of small network
blocks. If the appropriate relaying scheme is used to handle interference in
conjunction with acquiring the best possible spatial location, performance
gains can be obtained. The Compress-Forward scheme is usually limited to
situations where the relay is close to the destination, but we show that it
enhances performance even when the relay is distant from the destination
node in the presence of external interference. This work demonstrates the
fact that relay based interference mitigation can be extremely useful when the
system is marred by heavy interference and the relay has a good correlation
of the interfering signal with the final receiver.
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